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The data on the lateral-dlrectlonal characteristics are referred to the
body system of axes. The moment center is located at 55% of the body refer-
ence length from the nose (49.6% of the actual length) and 7% of the length
below the cone axis. The reference length and area are based on the length
and area of the basic M2 (see ref. 4). Zero angle on all control surfaces is
defined as the position where the control surface is tangent with the model
surface at the control hinge llne. The coefficients and symbols used are
defined as follows:















yawlng-moment coefficient yawing moment
' qSb
reference length, 50.8 cm (1.667 it)
M free-streamMach number
Pc nozzle chamber pressure• kN/m 2
pj jet exit static pressure, kN/m 2
Pr P--J- Jet exit static to free-stream static-pressure ratio
p_ '
p® free-stream static pressure, kN/m 2
q free-stream dynamic pressure, kN/m 2
Re Reynolds number, based on reference length
gas constant, N-m/k$-K
reference planform area, 896 cm 2 (0.9647 ft2)
spanwlse location of Jet nozzles measured from centertine
T gas total temperature• K
ill
Q angle of attack• referenced to the cone axis, deg
angle of sideslip, referenced to the cone axis• deg;
specific heat ratio, _v
differential deflection angle of upper flap for aileron control
a




6j ON+ Av• initial Jet-flow inclination angle (see appendix), deg
6 z deflection angle of lover flap, trailing edge down is positive
(see fig. 2(b))• deg
6r differential deflection angle of rudders (t r + 6rR _/ each rudder deflects
only outward• left rudder is positive, d_gL
rudder-flare deflection angle O.5_r L - 6rR-I_rl) • deg













nozzle exit internal wall angle• referenced to nozzle centerline









AERODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS FROM REACTION CONTROLS FOR LATERAL CONTROL
OF THE M2-F2 LIFTING-BODY ENTRY CONFIGURATION AT TRANSONIC AND
SUPERSONIC MACH NUMBERS
Rodney O. Bailey and Jack J. Brovnson
Ames Research Center
SUMMARY
Wind-tunnel tests were conducted to determine the interaction of reaction
jets for roll control on the Ames bi2-P2 llftlng-body entry vehicle. Moment
interactions are presented for a blach number range of 0.6 to 1.7, a Reynolds
number range of 1.2xlO 6 to 1.6xlO 6 (based on model reference length), an
angle-of-attack range of -9 ° to 20 °, and an angle-of-sidesllp range of -6 _ to
6 ° at an angle of attack of 6°. The reaction jets produce roll control with
small adverse yawing moment, which can be offset by the horizontal thrust com-
ponent of canted jets.
INTRODUCTION
|
Lifting-body entry vehicles entering the atmosphere will depend on reac--
tlon controls for pitch, yaw, and roll control until the aerodynamic controls
take e_fect. Consideration has been given to employing reaction controls
throughout the flight envelope for nontrimming control, that is, pitch damping
and roll and yaw control. The direct effects of the thrust of reaction Jets
on the forces and moments of the vehicle can be readily estimated. The inter-
ference effects of the reaction Jets on the aerodynamics of the vehicles are
not readily determined. Previous studies have been made of the effects of a
Jet issuing perpendicular to a flat plate, I but little has been done in an
area as complicated as the aft portion of a lifting body.
Prior wind tunnel and flight testing of the Ames M2-F2 lifting body has
indicated that the degree of roll control with the ailerons was adequate, but
that the adverse yaw associated with the ailerons was undesirable (refs. 1
to 4). This was an important factor leading to the crash of the M2-F2 flight
vehicle.
IReichenau, David E, A.: Interference Effects Produced By a Cold Jet
Issuing Normal to the Airstream from a Flat Plate at Transonic Kmch Numbers.
AEDC-TR-67-220, October 1967. No Foreign Distribution.
The present investigation was undertaken to determine the interaction
effects of reaction control Jets used for roll control. Two gases, CO2 and
air, were used in the Jet simulation. The effect of Jet nozzle position on
these interactions at various elevon and rudder control deflectlons was inves-
tigated through a range of angles of attack and sldesllp.
NODEL
Photographs of the 1/12-scale model of the N2-F2 are shown in figure 1
and the model d/mensions are presented In figure 2. The model was constructed
of a flberglass shell fitted to a steel plate that incorporated a mounting for
a six-component straln-gage balance. The lower flap of the model was built in
two sections; the sections were flat and were not curved at the edges to fit
the body contour, as shown in the drawing. The two sections of the lower flap
were always deflected together and the center gap was always taped closed.
All control hinge lines were always sealed. Zero angle on all control sur-
faces ls defined as that posltlon where the control surface is tangent with
the model surface at the control hinge llne.
The reaction control Jets were simulated by the use of cold gas flowlng
in converglng/dlverglng nozzles. The locatlon of the nozzles relatlve to the
aft surface of the model is shown in figure 2(c). The design of the nozzles
is discussed in the appendix. Figure 2(d) illustrates a typlc_l nozzle con-
figuration and gives the pertinent dimensions for both nozzles.
The nozzles were supported from the sting (fig. l(c)). The nozzles were
not in contact with the model, so no nozzle thrust loads were taken on the
balance.
TESTS
The tests were conducted in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel over a
Math number range of 0.6 to 1.7. Most of the data were obtained in a Reynolds
number range of 1.2xlO 6 to 1.6x106 based on _odel reference length with some
data obtained at Reynolds numbers up to 4.5^f06 based on model reference
length. Aerodynamic characteristics were measured through an angle-of-attack
range of -9 ° to 20 °, and through an angle-of-sideslip range of -6 ° to 6 ° at an
angle of attack of 6 °.
The gases used for Jet simulation were air and CO2. High pressure air
was used for the major portion of the testing because a large quantity was
readily available. Carbon dioxide was selecte_ because the specific heat
ratio (y - 1.28) was near that of decomposed hydrogen peroxide (y = 1.27).
Carbon dioxide was used for a limited portion of the test in an effort to
assess the quality of the simulation obtained by the use of air and to evalu-
ate the effect of changing the propellant gas specific heat ratio. The pres-
sure ratios (Jet static to free-stream static) were selected to simulate the




A comparison of the thermodynamic and gas dynamic parameters of the full-scale
and model Jets is given in table I.
The tests were conducted vlth a boundary-layer transition strip of grit
partlcles around the forebody, I0 ca back from the nose, and a strip on each
side of the leading edge of each edge of the vertical surface.
CORRECTIONS AND ACCURACY
The angles of attack and of sideslip of the model were corrected for
stream-angle effects. No base pressure adjustments were made to the data.
The uncertainties in the test results, based on callbratlons and the
repeatability of the data, are estimated to be as follows:
Test condition uncertainty
Hath number ±0.01
Angles of attack and sideslip, deg ±.1
Control angles, deg ±.3
Data uncertainty






















Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the variation of the Jet interactions with
angle of attack for two of the configurations tested. Data for the other con-
figurations are presented in table 2. Figures 4 and 5 show that the downward-
firing Jet on the left produced most of the Jet interactions for the variables
considered in this investigation. The moment increments are nearly indepen-
dent of angle of attack except near Hach 1.0 at negative angles of attack, as
illustrated in figures 4(c), 4(d), 5(c), and 5(d).
Effect of Jet Exit Pressure Ratio
Figure 6 illustrates the effects of Jet-exlt pressure ratio on the moment
interaction for three values of free-streamMach number. The effect of
increased Jet-exit pressure ratio on the model is interpreted as the effect of
increased altitude on the fllght vehicle. The values of altitude sho_n on the
secondabscissa scale are based on an assumedvalue of 2.117xi06 N/m 2 for
flight vehicle nozzle chamber pressure.
The effect of increased Jet-exit pressure ratio or increased altitude at
a constant Math number is seen to be get,erally an increased interaction,
either positive or negative.
Figure 7 illustrates the effect of Reynolds number on the Jet interac-
tions at Hath numbers of 0.6 and i.I. Reynolds number has no significant
effect on the Jet interactions at these two Math numbers.
Jet Simulation Comparison
Results are shown in figure 8 for nozzles Nos. 1 and 2 at the outboard
location with no canting. Nozzle No. 1 was designed to simulate the full-
scale jet with air as propellant. Nozzle No. 2 was a scale model of the
flight hardware with CO2 as propellant (table i). It was expected then that
nozzle No. 1 with air and nozzle No. 2 with CO2 would cause about the same
amount of aerodynamic interference, if indeed the significant jet parameters
were being simulated. Figure 8 illustrates that these two configurations give
results that are in quite good agreement.
It is also noted in figure 8 that when air was used as propellant in
nozzle No. 2 the interaction in general tended to be somewhat larger in magni-
tude than with the other two configurations. The increased magnitude of the
interaction is attributed to the increased nozzle exit momentum and mass flow.
The exit mass flow and momentum are proportional to _IMj 2. The value of this
parameter, as is shown in table I, was considerably larger with air flow in
the No. 2 nozzle than with either of the other two configurations.
Figure 9 presents a comparison of the interactions caused by the air sim-
ulation and the CO2 simulation with the nozzles canted 15 ° and the left-hand
nozzle moved into the 61% semlspan location. It is seen that the agreement
again is excellent over the range of a and Math numbers with the exception
of a less than about 6° at Mach 0.9.
The effect of canting the nozzles is illustrated in figure I0. Upward-
directed nozzles outboard and downward-directed nozzles inboard (see fig. 2(c)),
to provide a favorable yawing moment from the horizontal thrust component,
also decrease the interaction increments. Most of the reduction was with the
downward-directed nozzle. The degree of canting for the flight vehicle would
be dependent on a study of handling characteristics as to how much favorable
yawing moment is desired.
Figures II to 13 show that spanwlse location of the nozzle has a consid-
erable effect on the interaction increments. Movement of the downward-
directed nozzle inboard reduces the increments throughout the Math number
range. The interaction increments due to the upward-directed nozzle increase
with inboard movement at subsonic Mach numbers and decrease at supersonic Math
numbers. The nozzle positions resulting in the smallest interaction incre-
ments through the Math number range are the upward-dlrected nozzles in the
Ib _ ...........
_.--.A
most outboard location and the downward-directed nozzles in the most Inboard
location tested. The larger interaction increments of an intermediate Ioca-
llon of the down+mrd-dlrected nozzle may be acceptable with the larger roll
effectiveness of the longer moment arm.
The influence of deflection of the upper and lower flaps may be seen in
figure 14. Except for M = 0.9, flap deflection does not produce any large
effect on the interactions or any noticeable trends with deflection. At
M ffi 0.9 there is a reduction of the yawing- and rolling-moment interaction
with a reduction of the lower flap deflection.
Rudder deflection (fig. 15) and yawing of the model (£_g. 16) had little
effect on the interactions.
A comparison of lateral-directional control with reaction Jets and with
aileron is shown in figure 17. The flight vehicle, without _he center fin,
required rudder-aileron interconnect to counteract the adve_:se yaw. Reaction
jets of nearly twice the thrust of those simulated would be required to give
the same roll power as 20 ° of aileron.
CONCLUSIONS
Results of an investigation of the use of reaction jets for roll control
on the M2-F2 lifting-body vehicle can he sumaarized as follows:
I. Reaction Jets for roll produced favorable rolllng-moment interactions,
and unfavorable yawlng-moment interactions.
2. Jet simulation with either air or C02 produced similar interactions
when Jet static pressure ratio, angle of nozzle exit flow, and the parameter
(yMi/_)j were matched to full-scale values.
3. The interactions are nearly constant with angle of attack except near
Mach 1.0 at negative angles of attack.
4. Canting of the nozzles reduced the interactions and provided favor-
able yawing moments from the horizontal components of the thrust.
5. Inboard movement of the downward firing nozzles reduced the Interac-
tions at all Mach numbers. Inboard movement of the upward firing nozzles
reduced the interactions at supersonic Mach numbers and increased interactions
at subsonic Mach numbers.
6. Def_ectlon of control surfaces had no appreciable effect on the
interactions.
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, California 94035, April 26, 1979
APPENDIX
NOZZLE DESIGN
Testing reaction controls on the M2 model required the simulation of hot
gas jets in order to evaluate the aerodynamic interference caused by these
jets. The flight vehicle reactlon-control rockets use hydrogen peroxide as
propellant. Decomposed hydrogen peroxide results in a mixture of superheated
steam and oxygen. This mixture has a specific heat ratio of approximately
1.27, a total temperature of 1013.9 K, and a gas constant of 374.9 N-m/kg-K.
It is not possible to duplicate all these properties with a cold gas. For
example, air has a specific heat ratio of 1.40 at 288.9 K and a gas constant
of 287.3 N-m/kg-K. It is seen that none of the values for air compare favor-
ably with those of decomposed hydrogen peroxide.
Jet simulation on a model involves two separate problem exercises. The
problems are usually caused by the fact that the model jet is a different gas
and has a different specific heat ratio than the full-scale jet. Because of
this it is not possible to duplicate the full-scale jet in every respect.
Therefore, the investigator must first evaluate the circumstances and deter-
mine which of the full-scale jet characteristics are important and will affect
the result of the investigation. Secondly, the investigator must select a
propellant gas and design nozzles for the model such that the most significant
of these important jet characteristics are duplicated. This is necessary,
even after careful evaluation and selection of parameters, because all the
desired jet characteristics cannot us Jelly be duplicated.
Evaluation of the M2 configuration (fig. 2(a)) indicated that the jet
characteristics that influence jet-exlt effects and upstream (windward side
with jet exiting normal to a flat plate) interference effects are the most
important. Jet-exit effects are generally considered to be those effects that
are not influenced by Jet-free-stream mixing action, usually a distance of the
order of one or two jet diameters downstream, along the nozzle centerline,







Jet-exit effects could influence the model base pressures near the Jets
and upstream interference effects from the Jet expansion re8ion would affect
the pressure on the upper and lower flap surfaces of the vehicle forward of
the Jets. For a jet exhausting normal to a surface (see footnote 1), it is
found that upetreamlnterference effects caused by the Jet are mucL easier to
duplicate than are downstream (leeward side of Jet) effects. In other words,
if only upstream effects are of concern, the Jet simulation need not be as
exact as if downstream-lnterference duplication is also required, It is also
concluded from this reference that the best duplication of upstream interfer-
ence is achieved when values of Pl/P®, _, Av, and exit momentum are dupli-
cated. In reference 5 it is polnt_d cut that matching of Pl/P_ and 6_ is
required if Jet exit effects are to be duplicated between mo_el-and fu_l scale.
Reference 6 is a summary and a review of various techniques used for jet
simulation in ground t_st facilities. This reference indicates that there is
a strong requirement for the duplication of pj/p_, 6j, (gM2/8)j, (RT)I,__and
jet-exit momentum when evaluating aerodynamic interference effects. The
importance of these parameters in simulation studies is verified by experi-
mental data presented.
The jet characteristics and variables Just discussed were selected as
being relevant to aerodynamic interference; other Jet-vehlcle interactions,
such as heat transfer and acoustic fatigue, were not considered in this eval-
uation. Duplication of all these parameters slmultaneously with cold gas is
not possible. These parameters must be ranked in order of estimated overal]
importance and the most important variables simulated as well as possible, A
detailed discussion of jet characteristics and variables and the effect of
each on the Jet plume is contained in reference 6. The following paragraph is
a brief summary of the effect of the pertinent variables; for detailed infor-
mation the references, particularly reference 6, should be consulted.
This discussion is made under the assumptions that the free-stream con-
ditions are matched, (T_,M®)mode I = (T®,M®)fli_ht , and that the specific heat
ratio of the gases for the model and full-scal_ Jets are not equal. It is
desired that pj/p®, (_j,Av), (7M2/_)j, exit momentum, and (RT)j be dupli-
cated (the variables are listed here in an estimated order of importance).
These variables are interdependent to some extent. (The ratio of Jet-exlt to
free-stream static pressure affects a large number of the Jet parameters.)
Boundary shape, (61,Av) , transmitted shock strength, mass flow, momentum, and
thrust are all dependent on the value of pl/p . These parameters affect the
plume-free-stream interaction in both the J_t-_xit region and in the Jet-
expansion region (sketch (a)). Assuming that the investigation is conducted
with matched pj/p_ and free-stream conditions, the exit momentum per unit
area (proportional to yjMj 2) and the parameter (yM2/B)j • are the most influ-
ential variables relating to jet-expanslon region aerodynamic interference.
The exit momentum and (TM2/8)j affect the depth of penetration of the Jet
into the deflecting flow and influence the interaction several nozzle diam-
eters from the nozzle exit in the Jet direction. The initial jet-flow incli-
nation angle 6j is the initial angle of the plume, relative to the nozzle
centerline, and-is determined by ON and Av; Av in turn is determined by
i,p
/p_ and T_ The initial plume angle _j must be matched between model and
u_ sca_e in order to duplicate the Jet-exit effects. Available data indi-
cate that the value of (RT) i influences the rate of mixing between the plume
and the free-stream flow an_ is thus concerned with the interference caused by
the jet-downstream region.
The value of pj/r can be duplicated by control of total pressure to
the jet nozzle and thus does not affect the design of the jet nozzle for the
model. The requirement that the parameter (_M2/8)_ be duplicated dictated
the exit Mach number and therefore the area ratio 6f the model nozzle. The
requirement that 6j be matched determines the value of 6N. The geometry of
the nozzle is determined by these variables and the size is fixed by the
model-scale factor. The exit momentum per unit area is fixed once exit Mach
number and pj/p_ are specified (for a given gas). The value of the product
(RT)j was no£ simulated for this investigation.
The value of the simulation parameters for model and full-scale condi-
tions are compared in table I. The estimated value of _j for model and full
scale are compared as a function of pj/p. in figure 18. The slight differ-
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F_ilPafe 4.- Variation of Jet interactions vith susie of attacks b_ L
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(d) N I 1.1, Re - 1.$6x10 6
Figure 4.- Continued.
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(a) H - 0.6, Pr " 1.59, k - 1.20x106
Flgure 5.- VariatiOns of Jet Interactions vtth angle of attack: b_2L = 0.61,
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Figure b.- Vat'lntlon of Jet Internct|onn vlth Jet pressure ratio: _ - 0 °.
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(a) _ = 0.6, Pr " 1.38
P||ure 7.- The effect of Reynolds number on the Jet interactions:
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(a) H - 0.6, Re - 1.20x106
Fiaur• 8.- CoapmrLson of Jet mLmulation•: _ . 0.92, _ 0.92, 6 t . 0",
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Figure 9.- Comparison of Jet simulations: _ m 0.61, b-_ m 0.92,
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Ftsure I0.- The effect of 15 ° nozzle cant on the Jet interactions:
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Figure 11.- The effect of spanvlse location on the Jet interactions through
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Figure 12.- The effect of spanwise location on the Jet interactions through
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(a) M = 0.6, Pr = 1.6, Re _ 1.20×106
Figure 14.- The effect of upper and lower flap deflection on the Jet
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(a) M = 0.6, Pr = 1.6, Re = 1.20x106
Figure 15.- The effect of rudder deflection on the jet interactions:
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Figure 15.- Concluded.
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Figure 16.- The variation of the Jet interactions with angle-of-sideslip:
s
= 6 °, b/2L
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Figure 16.- Contlnued.
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Figure 18.- Simulation of initial jet inclination angle.
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